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To Sleep
Trarulation from Staliua: "Silvae." 5:4.
For what offense, most pacid youthful God,
Or wicked deed, thus wretched, do I your gift
Alone still lack, 0 Sleep? Herds, fowls and beasts
All quiet are, and rounded tops of trees
The semblance take of tired sleep; nor e'eu
The sound from rivers wild is heard; the deep
Lies still, and seas- while .resting shores are calm.
The seventh moon-lit night returning looks
On withered che-eks; thus often Venus, too,
Her lamps ha& kindled; e'en as many times
Tithonia our deep request J:assed by
And piteously the dew shakes from her lash.
Whence sleep obtain? Not mine a thousand eyes
Like sacred Argus, who on every side
Held faithful watch and yet could rest in sl ~ep!
And now, pray, come to me, if any one
In willful mood drives you away. 0 Sleep!
Nor do I ask that you your wings complete
Hold o'er my eyes (grant happier men this que~t);
It will suffice if but the farthest end
Of magic wand touch me, or that thy heels
In light suspense pass hovering over me.
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War has ever been the world's maddest game.
Born in the
throes of man's struggle for existence, nurtured through the growing
complexity of civilization, strife finally matured in the bosoms of
nations struggling for prestige and power. As civilization progressed.
the object of strife varied; as inventiwe genius was quickened, the implements of strife became more formidable. Once evolved into the
monster of militarism. this spirit of strife made history a sickening chronicle of bloodshed and devastation, and it today looms on the int~mational
horizon as a ghastly spectre. threatening to plunge the nations into the
vortex of bankruptcy and annihilation.
Contemporaneous with this increa91e in war's horrible carnage and
hideous catastrophe, mighty forces have been evolving. which ar~ now
rapidly maturing.
These forces when once launched with all th~ir
accumulated energies against the d~mon of war, will forever abolish the
mad savagery of Mars. and thus consummate the age-long dream of
peace. "when the kindly earth shall slumber. lapt in universal law. ••
.. when nation shall not lift up !1Word against nation, neither shall they
learn war any more, "-the dream of poets, the vision of prophets. the
hope of the world, the deere~ of the age.
Among the forces paving the way for world })eace we discover,
first, an economic and commercial interweaving unparalleled in history .
A fiAe fabric of finance. interwoven between all nations, has made them
mutually interdependent. A financial calamity in N~w York spells a
ftnancial crisis in London; threatened danger to the bank of F ranee
brings England to the rescue. The age decrees that no nation can with
impunity ignore the world's solidarity in finance. The world's commercial solidarity is evinced by an int~mational interchange of products
that is annually a~uming more gigantic proportions.
The nations are
realizing that the reckless and pernicious plunder of sister nations is
sheer stupidity and commercial suicide; for ..every nation, besides being
a competitor and rival. is a client and a market... Sweeping before
them all ethnic distinctions. cementing the nations firmly together. thes~
intangible economic forces are rendering the panic-monger's war-cry
futile and the future of world-peace bright.
Besides the recognition of the world's economic- solidarity. we find
that a strong spirit of ••internationality" 'has put the ban on war. Countless unifying influences shrink this once stranger world into a family of
nations, yea, a brotherhood of feJIQw-citizens. International conferences
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and unions, international ed\•ca tiou and hospitality a1c breakin g d own
the barriers of prt>judice and makiPg men cosmopo!i1,111.
Th,. 11 ain
speeding across international boundaries, the !!hip plyiu~ O\ rr dl\ it.:lin g
waters, the cable flashing news b<'nea th the scas, - a ll are bringing th ~
nations into instantaneous and constant inter-course, they arc making the
world a unit in thought and feeling, they arc so many links in the golden
chain of inter-national brotherhood.
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Wa r ' s t ragedy o f rwn
· ed
. tra d e and
~reeked . hom~s is i_ncomp arable in pathos with the tragedy of a jeopard.
l.!.ed nahon, anpe11led throu gh the ignoble sacrifice of its bravest and
best,-.the stability of the p1e~nt, the hope of the future,-a sacrifice
for wh1ch no claim of indemnity and no glory of victory can compensa tt'!
sturdy, the flower of the nation l.

These combined forces have crratrd the conYictiou that "God
hath made all nations of one blood:" th ey have given birth to a Sf'll!1.:
of world,.citizenship which defies "jin goism" and dooms war. Laboring under the spell of this int<'rna tional brotherhood, th<' soldiers of
Norway and Sweden, of Germany af"ld France ha\'c re fu~cd to r;l u ~
the maw of Mars by rioting in their brother's blood. They cllfo1ced
the decree, that "the world is our country and all mankind its citizens."
This is the spirit of altruism, which. t1.'!nding cargof'" of food to faminestricken China, reaching out helping hands to the war-scomged Balkiln .
responding cordially to the appeal from Japan, cannot but raise its
voice trumpet-tongued against the d eep damnation of ·w ar.
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As an element working for peace, we find also
rl ecpening conviction that of all methods employed by nations to sett le dispu tes, war
is the mo~ irrational and unjust. Rationa l! How can blood vindicate
national honor? How ca n physical fo rct>s settle juridical or political
problems? Just! Can the d exterity and prowe"s which turn the tide
of battle also tum the scales of justice? Can a nCltion make a crooked
way straight by lining it "'ri th ghastly carnage. or sa tisfy irs sense of
justice by reveling in promioc.uous sl~ughter?
Enlightened commo'1
sense has arraigned war as the most irra tional and unjust arbiter to
which a nation can resort!
The recognition is growing among the nations that war is as
suicidal as irrational. History cautions the nations tha t war weeds out
the fittest; that "the warlike nation of today is the decad en t nat ion of
tomorrow." Caet•ar's battles slaughtered Rome's choicest sons, and
bequeathed the Empire's destiny to .. fops and dandies." France is
even today weeping for her dead who .fell in bloody conflict. England's
tragedy was the .. full toll" she paid to the "shark arrd "sheering gull'·
The fittest survive-while Mars' incessant call is, "Send me the best
ye breed?" What can war spell but national suicide, when it ~ps
vitality from farm and facto ry, when it drenches the country's soil with
the noble blood of its citizens. yr a, when it rxtf'rminill<'s the stron g, the
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The truth is d awning upon the natiorur that preparation for war
as \\ ell as war itself is unreasonable and ruinous. Why are governments
plan ting breast\\ Oiks upon every shore, launching Dreadnoughts into
every sea, atod training vast armies in e\·ery land,-yea, ~hy are thege
bove1 nments LJecding their people for the maintenance and increase
of armaments? T o increase their commerce? Arms may have secured
for England Canadian ten itory, but they will never secure Canadian
trade. To sliCilgth en th em~clvcs against other nations~ If one nation
launches a D rt:~ clr;oughl today, the rival nation launches a SuperDreadnought tom01 row, and ~o on intenninably. Is it to prevent ho!t..ilities? Suspicion breed s ha tred, and, with a nation armed to the teeth,
hatred needs only a spark lo kindle the ghastly conflagration of war. To
the eye of reason, then, what is clearer than that this colossal preparation
for v: ar is unwarranted, irrational?
The prodigious price the nations are paying for this armed peace
i~ convincing them that it is a~ ruinous as unreasonable. The price?
\Vitness camp life, spawning drunkenness, vice, and crime. Witness the
'ast armies of industrious ·w orkers reduced to the status of government
parasites. W itncs!.• a prodigal waste, which does not clothe the cold,
house the ho:neless. or feed the fam ished. but which forces internal improvernents to go begging and trifles with the foes which fatten upon
the nation's sh ame. the ir~sidious foes of vice and corruption. Disillusioned and er!tbittcted by this unremunerative prodigality, Canada
r.lead _. for .. Ftee Food before Dreadnoughts;" the nations are clamor·
irg for a "NaYa l Holiday," a veritable "Truce of Gad;" they arc
revolting against the military despotism which is plunging them into the
very abyss of national bankruptcy.
Arrayed on the side of world peace, we find also an increasing
1 espect for law and justice.
In personal relations, brute force has forever been supplan ted by orga nized justice, and all civilized nations have
branded self-redrc_..; as "a crude im ention of a stupid age." The irtesistibl e logic of the age's progress decrees that just as self-redress has
jielded to organized justice among individuaJs, so it should be among
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nations; that just as a recognized 9}'stem of law has been evolved within
nations. so a system should be adjusted between nations; that if
personal dignity and honor have not suffered through the abolition of
the duel. so national dignity and honor will not suffer through the
abolition of war; that among nations as well as among individuals bar·
barism ooould give way to civilization.
Behold, then, the invincible forces marshalled in resplendent array
on the side of world peace l The ever-increasing economic interdependence , the all-pervading spirit of altruism, the deepening conviction t~at•
war and armaments are irrational and suicidal, and the growing respect
for international law! These are the forces which voice the decree
against war and demand the most sublime and stupendous task ever
witnetosed by the centuries, the establishment of an international bar of
u~ason, where law shall be enshrined and justice enthroned,-a Supreme
Court of the World'.
However perfectly organized this court may be, addressing itself
to the free consent of the nations, recognizing the equality of aU and
infrining upon the sovereignty of none, it naturally cannot prove a
panacea for all national ills. But ·we claim, that this World Court·s
cu bitrament. based on a high sense of judicial responsibility. will. de~ite
e·1ery imaginable obstacle, be more equitable than the verdict of roarin~
cannon and bloody battlefield.
The day is dawning when this decree will be written large in
' the world· s history. You call world peace a utopian dream? Remem ·
ber that the establishment of a democracy and the abolition of slavery
are also but realized dreams of political enthusiasts. World' peace utopion? As long a~ an Albama Controversy can be settled by a Genev'1
Tribunal, and a Newfoundland Fishing Dispute by a Hague Tribunal.
the impracticability of world peace must yet be demonstrated. Utopian?
When Carnegie's millions furnish the munitions for the campaign of
World Peace! When more than a hundred treaties are cementing the
nations together with good-will, and when thirty nations are ready to
sign a treaty with our nation to sub:nit all controversies to an International Commission! Utopian? When England and America have settled
·all intricate and irritating question!! peacefully and witnessed the triumphs
of peace for a whole century! Witness the treaty of 1814. the precursor
of this century of peace. born out of the people's demand for peace at
any price; a treaty without a single provision in regard to the issut!·~
"hich caused war,- a lasting monument to a force more irresistible
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than the force of arms, the force that will as certainly usher in luting
peace between all nations as it ushered in the century of peace between
England and America-pubiic sentiment. Everywhere this sentiment
is causing thrones to totter and people to become democratized. Every·
where the masses are being emancipated from the hoary superstition
du~ering around war.
Everywhere a newer patriotism is gripping
r:1en. inspiring them to live. rather than to die. for their country. When
once these masses shall register their protest against war, panic·mongen
and roaring cannon will forever hold their silence.
Protected byJ a continental position, free from the jungle of
European politics, enjoying the complete confidence of all nations, with
the blood and sinew of every nationality cast into the crucible of its
rational life. what nation better qualified than ours to write into history
this decree of the century? Let the aation which struck the shackles
from the slave and overthrew the tyranny of monarchs likewise crush the
despotism of war. How long will altruistic America sanction a savagely, which commerce decries as ruinous, which altruism declares diabolical, common 9ense dictates as irrational, history stamps as suicidal, and
an evolving sense of justice brands as barbaric? Let the nation which
opened up japan. prevented the partitioning of Chi~~. terminated the
Russo-japanese war, dedicated. through the Monroe doctrine, the whol~!
~I estern Hemisphere to democracy and peace, also usher in the era
when the millions shall be diverted from fortresses to schoolhouse!~, from
dreadnoughts to merchant vessels, from combat with imaginary foes to
warfare with the nation· s real foes, vice and disease. white slavery
~nd liquor tr lffic, national graft and corporate corruption. God speed
the day when nations ~all participate in the rivalry of civilization and
the triumphs of peace; when the grandest spectacle of the ages and th.!
most resplendent achievement of the centuries shall be witnessed, the
poet's dream realized, the prophet's vision visualized, the age's decree
written into history-humanity redeemed from the awful curse of war!

HARRY HOFFS '14
(This oration wa!l awarded second place in the Men's Sta~ In-

. ..

tercollegiate contest held at Albion, March 6, 1914.)
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A PLEA FOR GENUINE WOMANHOOD
The world. these latter years, has watched the rise of one agitation
Rut the
.:fter another. only to see it take i~o; course and decline.
c>gitation among women has continued. ever growing, until the world to-
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day stand:t face to face with the Feminist Movement. with the pent-up
power of centuries of degradation behind it. The day has come, we are
told, when w oman shall step forth from the obscurity that has hitherto
engulfed her. and shall take her place on a level with man. The bondage
of the past shall be left behind, for at last the time is ripe when woman
shall come into her own. The Feminist Movement, as an authority ha9 eX ·
pressed it, !l~ands for "the right of woman to individual, free development of her powers." With such prospects for advancement. is it any
wonder that women everyw here are enchanted as they catch glimpse.:~ of
their new future?

'

I

The reason for the tremendous development of :such a movement
just at present is plain enough. Educationally, women are coming to
the front as never before; industrially, we find them hoiding responsible
positions of many kinds; politically, even. the woman-power is far from
nPg)igible. In circles of philanthropy and reform of every sort, women
a1e recognized as leader~. We may talk of ideal woman hovering by
the home fireside, but the fact confronts us tha t women today. with their
training and opportunity, cannot sit idly in the shadow when the glaring
light reveals so much that calls for their tireless effort. Such conditions,
then. cannot but give women a quickened consciousness of the barrier:>
which have hitherto restrained them, and a precipitate fervor and zeal
for proclaiming a New. Free Womanhood.
However, in considering this whole matter, we must remember
that woman is an impulsive enthusiast ever. Nay. more than that, she
i.i too often an extremist. Every new cult or reform at once finds ardent
~omen supporters, while these movements must prove their worth before
mere conservative man will show his approbation.-.. At present, from
every city and hamlet "':omen are arising to join hands with their sisters
tl work for a common cause.-the emancipation of their sex. And thus
they will continue to agitate and propagate, bending every effort to th e
accomplishment of this Great Liberation, only to relinqud1 all when
snme new id'ea in reform looms up.
Not for a moment would we give the impression that we consider
the Feminist Movement a mere passing freak, a fad, soon to give place
tc some new flim-flam. No, as surely as higher educational opportunitie·
~tnd increased economic participation are makin g women see the world
in a new perspective, so surely is there bound to be a stir of this sort, n
struggle for expansion . With a large part of the old hum-drum hou~e
w ork transferred to the factories, is it extraordinary that the fascinating
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idea of devoting her time to self-culture and sex-liberation appeals to
the modern woman?
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But, are we not carried away too far with aU this talk of indepcnd~nt thought and self-development? The well-established throne of
empire of the vast majority is in the home-the court. where Cod has
set up woman from the time of Eve down to the present. For, no
matter how much we may talk of sex equality and feminine self-suffiiency
there always wiiJ remain the one fundamental and essential fac~ that woman was mad'e to be for man a "helpmeet, and to little children
a comforter... If we attempt to satisfy the ravenous appetite for freedo.n · that is afflicting women everywhere, what is to become of the
amenities and little delicacies of life, the nice shading of culture, which
has always emanated from the home, and whose original source has
ever been the heart of the homemaker, the mother? You may object
t!lat the Feminist Movement stands for these very things, supreme culture
and highest beauty of life. This sounds very well, indeed, but the
path to this mountain-top of intellectual and' cultural ~premacy is fuU
cf rocks and pitfalls. An active participation in all civic affair~. the opening to women of eYery position formerly occupied by men, the exercise
of unlimited political privilege--do th~ tend to culture? You will
answer me that in stepping out into aU the phases of a larger public life,
the New Woman '"·ill achieve a broadened outlook, a larger sympathy
for mankind. such as she never dreamed of in the narrow circle of her
ht..rne. Perhaps so, but meanwhile, what of that home? What of the
little one~ who look to her for the gratification of every childish wish?
Who shall gently bind the bruised finger and kiss away the hurt? Possibly
we shall next ha\'e a Babyist Movement, which will call for individual
and independent self-development among children from the cradle up.
The Montessori method is doubtless a mere beginning of the babypropaganda.
lnt:leed. the question is a grave one: Is thi:J new Feminism to supplant the old womanliness? No; by all the traditions of the noble womanhood of the past, no!

Woman.-with a capital letter, if you please;

.. women raised to the nth power;'' as some one has said,-may rave
of equality and individuality in human society, but women, the great

-·

mass of them the world over. will still hold to the essential of simple
womanhood. The ideal woman recognizes the home as the stronghold
of all that is noble and right; beJj ev~ that neither the club-house nor the
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sociaJ centre, nor any other philanthropic institution, good and useful
as it may be, can begin to fill the position occupied by the unit-centre
of all civilization, the home. Destroy the home and you dc:~troy th::
state; protect the home in all its beauty and sanctity and you producr "
race that will make the nation a pride and a glory in the world. Not in
the smoke of battle, not in the l<'gislative h::tll. not in the serenity -of th•·
church, even, is woman's power the compelling fo1 ce, but in the little
comer of the world, ""'· here her own inner circle feels the depth and
power of her pure womanliness.
This, however, does not mean that woman !'hould confine her idea(;
and activities to the narrow scope of hadition. Such a cour~e i:.e today
impossible, and. if possible, were unpardonably selfish. I.! thr rc not an
appealing cry for help on every hand, and for such help as woman i·
eminently qualified to extend? The true woman-soul is nothing if not
sympathetic and unfailingly ready for servic:~ . No; municipal improve·
ment, educational research , !'ocia l and philanthropic ac-tivit ' of cvrn'
kind, reljgious endeavor, even politics. perha ps--these <HC commcnd~,hlc.
and not to be looked down upon for a moment. so long as they df') not
lift woman out of her sph ere. Lift her out of her sphere . shall I say?
No, rather say, so long as they do not bring her down from her ped stal.
But here lies th e da ngN. Far too often. no ·:aday~ . a WQJT1~'1
L«'comes so engro~sed in thrs< oul:•idc and secondary m11trrs of lif(', th'lt
they come to take fir!'t place with her. A. r-id rnrc; In cnllc~<' . !'tudi C''i
C hauct'r and T ennyson, 5'hakr~pra r(" ;wd MaE"trrlinck, and fini ~hc"
with a cultivated taste for literatm e and the dra ma . S h marries.
and continues in the local Women's Club the st udy of her darling
authors. What is the result? Hn hou9eho1d suffrr~. for her tim~
is large)y occupied with her various club duties. Gradually these become her chief interest. and we have another of those unfortunate fem;tlec;,
the Club Woman. who is more devoted to Bacon and Spenser of the
~ixteenth century than to Bobbie and Susie of the twentieth.
Carry the tale on farther, if you will. As little Susie grows up.
women are more and more coming to the front, and' Mistress Sue i~
trained to take her place with them. She gives evidence of markrd
talent for business. and upon graduation takes a responsible position in
the office of a large factory. By the time she marries- if she marry at
aU-she has become a member of the firm . Soon she comes to hold a
controlling share of the stock. is counted among the city's capitalist'>
as a mighty power in municipal politics. Her hu~hand <'.nd children.
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you ask? 0, her husband, a man of leisure, is somewhat of a connoisseur in art. and spends hjs time and
wife's money in the art
centres of the world. The children, brought up by nurses trained in
the best domestic science schools, know their father as the man who
takes them to the seashore in summer, and their mother as the alwaysin-a-hurry lady. who kisses them occasionaJiy. tells them to be good
a nd mind papa, and then rushes out to her limousine, waiting to take
her to the Stock Exchange. Unlegs present tendencres are checked.
such is the pathetic scheme of existence in the Feminist family of tomorrow!
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However, let us not be too much alarmed. The first tidal wave
of this Feminist Movement will subside. and in the continuous flow of
the calmer stream the new womanhood will really find itself. Then
1we shall come back to the perennially fresh ideal of simple womanhood.
For the world today is essentially the same as it was a century ago, or
a millenium ago. Outward conditions may change. but the human
heart does not change. It is ever swayed by the same passions. In
every breast there comes at times a deep yearning. a piteous outcry for
5ympathy and love.
And always there are needed ministering angels
who shall hear tho!7Z heart-cries and answer them. Such service ha'i
C\ cr been especially the woman's part.
Any may it ever be! May the
hventieth century woman, with all her larger possibilities, never forget
that part! May she remember that all the advantages offered her are
but means to an end, that she may better fulfill her high and holy
office as a woman-tender. simple. unostentatious.
Behold new vistas opening for the woman of to-morrow. With
all the sweetnes!J and beauty of the Old Womanhood she shall step
out into the larger privileges of the New. With an equipment such as
l•er sisters of old never dreamed of. she shall be b)e$Cd in the accomplishment of ideals for which the women of the past have struggled and
died. With a mind stored with all the wonderful lore of the past, and
the marvelously increasing knowledge of the preg~nt. she shall be keenly
;. live to everything that will help her to a realization of her ideal of
the largest, fullest woman-life. The deep woman-love of the past
shall be mellowed by wisdom, the unwearied hands and feet shall be
guided' by skill. Wisdom will shine through her works. intelligenctthrough her labors, and the love of God through all her life. Her culture she will find in the subliming of every phase of home-life, her selfdevelopment in the training of ever-questioning little minds. and in the
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shaping of pliable characters.
than this)

What higher calling on earth for a woman

.-

,

And then, when a harsh jar is felt from wiOlout, her delicak
mechanism shall be the first to note the discordant clement. and hers
shaH be the determination to restore peace and calm; for the utter unselfishness which the ideal woman manifests in the noble leader~ip of
her own simple home circle shall be ever ready to answer the distress
call from without. Where reform is needed, she shall work with intelligent and altruistic spirit for the el'tablishment of better things. A
strong and healthy body. a well-balanced, ever-growing mind, a true
woman-soul-with aiJ of the..~. may woman truly stC'p out into fields
of which she has not dreamed. When this ideal shall have been
reached,-the age-old ideal that true freedom exists only in complete
sdf-sacrifice,-then we shall behold at last, in her true beauty"Earth 's noblest thing-a woman perfected! ..

.. I .

. .I~ ..'

'

ADRIANA SARA KOLYN '16.
(This oration was awarded second place in the \Vomen's State
lntercoll~giate contest held at Albion March 6, 1914.)
TRICKS IN ALL TRADES

.. ,. ·.
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The telephone bell rang insistently. Little Jimmie standing nearby
gazed at it longingly. How badly he wanted to answer. But it was
strictly forbidden, for the last time he had used the telephone it had cost
his father a box of real Havanas and a ten dollar tip to the Chief of
the Fire Department for the sending in of a false alarm.

I

I

-. I . -

•

"Ah, Good CVIorning! Mr. Martin; isn't it a splendid day?''
.. I called you up, Miss Formality," said Mr. Martin, .. to ask you
what you had decided about to-night.
In order lo gain time to decide on his next move, Jimmie said,
''I beg your pardon !''
.. What is the matter with the connection~ I can hardly hear
you, " - now the voice was growing impatient.
"lsn 't it terrible ? .. with Aunt Nellie's rising inJiection. ..Just hold
tlae wire and I will ask Central."
When the second connection was made Martin bep.n aaain.
.. Can you hear me now? ..
"Oh. yes, very nicely," said Jimmie smiling sweetly.
' '1-wanted- to-ask- you-if-you-would-go-to-nigbt."
''I really don't know what you are talking about," said Jimmill!
truthfully.
··rlow easily you forget," said' the hurt voice of Bob. "Ifs to
"Peler Pan?" I've had the tickets for over two weeks:·
Now Aunt Jane had promised to read to Jimmie some night
this week, and it ·was Saturday. He might die Sunday morning and
tht:n she would be sorry for having neglected him.
"Jane, I'm waiting.'' said the voice at the other end of the wire.
"What time does it begin?··
"Eight--fifteen, but I will be there at a quarter to eight, if you say
00.

But the bell rang again. and ort the impulse of the moment Ji•n:nj,..
pulled a chair under the telephone an.d standi:1g on tip-toe cautiously
took down the receiver and said, imitating hi!J mother's voice:
.. Hello."
''Hello." came over the wire, "how are you this morning?
Thought I would never get you. ••
It was a man' voice! Oh. thought the little man. perhaps it
would be better to impersonate Aunt Jane.
"Who is this please? I don't recognize the voice." he said very
politdy.
''Well I should think you would,- you have talked to me enough
lately. This is Bob Martin. ••
Jimmie had heard Aunt Jane speak of Bob, but did' not know

just how far he dared go, so he compromised on politeness, which is
alway!l a safety-valve in such times of trouble.

..
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"Well, I scarcely think I can go; I have promised to read to my
d ear little nephew to-night."
"Very well, I shall not bother you any more."
Jimmie felt a little frightened, but this Feeling did not last long.
He was very careful to hang the receiver small end up, for it was that
very thing which had given him away the last time. Then he went
to the bookcase and pulled out his favorite book and laid it on the
table. Hearing one of hi~ small chums whistle, he forgot every thing
and ran out to catch up with him.
However, Jimmie went to bed without a story, for Aunt Jane
\'las in the library with her pink dress on, all ready to go out. He
heard her say to mother. "Bob was never !JO late before." And at nine
thirty a sorrowful figure stole past ~ door .
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''Hello there; Jimmie. Did you want to see me~

·i~ ··.
·

"Yes. I did it."
"And have you told your Aunt

-.

_,

~ .

·.

jane~ ..

"\Vhy didn't you come to me before'?"
"'Cause I just heard her talking to mother and I ju~ thought of
it. They said you were a strong man that never got sick, and you
lllight haYe telephoned at least. and she hated being a girl. You know
that niuht she would not 1ead to me, and I saw her go past my door
o
,,ith her
pink d1 ess all w1inkled and she was crying too, b ut I didn't
k1, 0 w v.hy. G ue:.s maybe she was sorry 'cause ~e didn't read to

~

. -

'>

h If
But Bob M artin had taken him by the hand and was already a \• ay down the stai1s on the way to th~ Formality's when he heard jim. saymg
·
" C ee I. I d on 't bl ame her for not wanting to be a girl. l
n .te
belie e I'd 1ather die!"
ETHEL DYKSTRA '16.

me.

J

-.1. .
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Comein." said

-· .k.

But Jimmie would not come in: so Mr. Martin came out.
"No. I came on an errand." said Jimmie, still watching the ten ible
man in the doorway .
.. Did someone send you?" asked Bob Martin eagerly.
"I sent myself."
"Oh." disappointedly; "I suppose you are taking sub~riptions
for something!"
.. No; shut the door and I'll tell you."
Bob shut the door. and then came back to Jimmie.
''Well, Sonny, proceed ...
I can talk like most anyone. meow likC'

.

"l told you," said Jimmie. "it was me you talked to that

.

~aturday."

.. Do you mean to tell me. Jimmie, that it was you who turned
me down so neatly for your dear little nephew the other day?"

19
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he.

"Well. you see it was me.
a cat, and bark like a dog."
"Yes, .. said Bob.
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Something was wrong with Aunt Jane all the next week.
She went out several times. but always came in early. And was
inclined to sit and think a great deal. Jimmie began to feel guilty.
The second Sunday he lay in the comer of the library, trying to get
his clothes too wrinkled to go to church. Aunt Jane and mother came
m. Aunt Jane was saying. "He might at least have telephoned."
.. Yes, but he might be sick. my dear.·· defended Mother.
.. Umph, sick! A ~-trong man like that! Oh. I hate being a
girL"
Jimmie realized that things must be set right. He rushed out
into the hall and grabbing the first head covering his hand struck,which happened to be his bicycle cap.-he set off down the street. He
knew well where Mr. Martin lived, for they had a large dog which ·he
liked to tease. But there was a queer sinking feeling right in the pit
of his stomach. This was almost as bad a:.t the time he had to go to
Mrs. Dean's and tell her that his ball had entered her house through
!he grt'at plate gla~ \.Vindow in the parlor. He walked boldy up anJ
rang the bell. A man opend it who looked just like a policeman. exCf'pt that he had no star. The man was about to shut the door on
t!.is staring youngster. when Mr. Martin came down the :J~eps.

t. .
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SOAPS AND SOAPMAKING
Soaps a 1e, technically, the metallic salts of the higher fatty acids.
However. ,, hen we speak of soap in general we mean the salts of the
Cilkali metals. sodium and polasstum. The salts of the heavy metal~.
~..tch as lead or copper, are just as truly soaps. but as th~y are seldom.
if ever. met with outside of the medjcal profession we w~ll barely men~
lion them. They are formed in the same manner a~ ordmary soap bu
req uire greater care, and are called ''plasters" when completed. They
are generally insolubl·
The materials use d ·111 rna k'mg soaps are vanous • as regards the
acid pOl Lion although a great similarity prevails between the methods of
ic salts· Oils extracted from the palm, palmu~anu fac ture Of the metall
li
nut. cocoa-nut. olive. cotton-seed, ground-nut, wnflower, sesame, nsecd rape hemp. poppy, niger. castor, and sweet almond can be mention~d am~ng the vega table oils, although this is far from a. complete
li~t. The butter and vegetable tallows s~ould als~ be menbo~ed, :~
though they are hardly to be classified sinularly o~g to the dafferen .
in their production. : .t:y of the animal Fats and otis may be u7dthalthough they are apt to cause a rather inferior product because o
etr
~·..)urces, which are chiefly from trade ~efuse. such as bfon~ls • :oofs.
f
l 5 hides etc
There is sttll another class o Ol s nown
•
•
scraps o mea •
I
d
d
These oils im- as the fish oils. such as whale, sperm. sea • an co .
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r>art a disagreeable ord'or to their soaps, which it is almost impossible to be
rid of.
In connection with this matter of production, it is interesting to
note the extent to which the reclamation of waste materials is carried.
Oil refiners "foot" are very good and are in considerable demand.
Then there is the extraction of the acids from spoiled oil-cakeY, mares,
residue of oily seeds, and even engine waste, by means of benzene,
carbon disulphide, steroleum spirits and similar solvents. This economy
is carried even to the separation of grease from the soapsuds used in
cleaning of woolen goods and other fabrics, the use of the yolks of egg;;
whose whites have been used in the productjon of woolen goods, the
actual grease in the wool and, for the coarser grades, the scum of
sewage.
The fatty acids thus obtained are combined with the hydrolcides
of ~dium and potassium, which are produced by causticizing their carbonates with lime. This requires an extensive transforming plant and
is only done in the la rger manufacturies, the smaller producers buying
their hydroxides already for u ~ in carboys. It w:ts formerly the custom
for each plant to make its own alkalies, but since the introduction of
the Le Blanc process it has been found more profitable to carry on
the processes separately.
( I ) The
In the actual procerues soap is made in three ways.
free fatty acids are neutralized by the alkali without the formation ot
glycerine.
( 2) Fa tty g)ycerids are treated with the alkali producing
glycerine which is incorporated in the soap. ( 3.) Soap and glycerin\!
are formed by the combination of fatty substances with the alkali and
then the two products are separated. In all these method's the process
i~ carried on by means of heat, usually steam.
Where it is desired to
keep the products as nearly anhydrous as possible, the steam is conducted about the copper in a worm; in other cases it is blown in through
jets. and in some instances it is used in one way up to a certain point
and then the other is substituted. A "cold" process, is also employed,
Lut owing to the reactions between the ingredients it can hardly be
called "cold" properly. This method depends for its success upon the
conect measurement of the components and i~ generally employed in
the manufacture of transparent soaps.
The properties of the soaps formed depend's to a great extent upon
the metal used. Potassium forms soft soaps, generally, and sodium hard.
If. however, a potas~·~um soap is made and treated with a strong sodjum
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chlorid solution, the sodium replaces the potassium almost entirely, forming a hard soap. In like manner potassium will replace sodium although
some exceptions exist. Typical soh lfaaps are obtained from limeed
oil or poppy-seed. The softness of these soaps and others being increased by the non-separation of the glycerin. The hardest soaps are
made from stearin and sodium while the softest come from linolin and
potassium. Tallow requires the least alkali and produces the least
soap while cocoanut oil uses the most alkali and produces most soap.
The cocoa-nut oil soap is very hard and will take up a great deal of
water without softening. This offers quite a chance to dishonest manufacturers. because they can stir in considerable water when finishing
the product.
The soaps formed above are cast in frames of a :fize corresponding
to the demand and allowed to "set" When they have become sufficiently hard they are cut into oblong blocks which are also allowed to dry
till a "skin" is formed . They are then run through a machine which
cuts them into cakes of the proper size and stamps anything desired upon them. These cakes are then wrapped and packed. when they constitute the laundry soap of commerce .
By special processes these laundry soaps may be transformed into
ether cleansers. If mixed wjth sodium luminate, sodium silicate. or
other detergent materials they become scouring soaps such as "Sapolio."
If treated with resin a soap giving a heavy suds is formed. Resin has
been objected to as an adulterant hut as it is a combination of fatty
acids, this score again~ it may he removed. However. it is very strong·
)y inclined to take up water, a pure resin soap melting if exposed to
the air on account of its affinity for water. Thus it makes soap softer
and lessens its keeping qualities and it also ha~ a tendency to tum brown
and become rancid. If laundry soap is shaved very fine and mixed with
sal soda it forms washing powder.
As before mentioned, soaps are generally soluble in water, excepting the !POaps of the heavy metals. If. however, salts such ~s ma.g·
ncsium sulfate, calcium chlorid, etc., are in !P<>Iutions, they ~I urute
with the soap to form insoluble salts of the fatty acids. For this reason
the "'scum," so familiar on hard water, is formed. Some soaps. how. 1vmg
· m
· "hard" wa ter. Cocoanut and.
c"er. are more capable o £ dwo
palm-kernel are particularly noticeable for thi s a b 1'lity an d because of tt
. soaps, e. g., lfaaps fo r use in. salt or. sea water.
they are used as manne
The cleansing action of soap ~ due to hydrolyats. lt ts supposed
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that alkali is set free and that by its action upon grease, clc., dirt is
removed. It j~ noticeable, however, tha t tJ1e addition of pearlash improves toilet soaps. This is a rather contradictory ::tatcment, but it is
supposed that the answer lies in the fact that free alkali would be too
injurious to the face.
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ation in a crude v. ay. The Romans, with their super-d'e velopment of
the bath, used it and built factories for its production. Recently. e~
cavation discovered a quite fully equipped soap manufactury in Pompeu.
It was not however, till the days of Chevreul that anything ~e
a scientific resea;ch into the why and wherefore of soap was instituted.
It i:~ due largely to him that the theory of hydolysis in regard to the
action of soap is held.
CHARLES PEET '14.

Toilet soaps sho•1ld he ntt\nufactu red from the fi ne ·t ma teriali
only.
Nevcr lheks •, mtln ufactmers have found a \\ ay to evade thi:;
necessity.
Cheaper sonps ~rc fir st manufa ctured . then dissolved in
alcohol and allowed lo sta nd till the imptu itics Ira' t" settled to th•·
bottom.
Ethyl a lcohol shouln be used.
Aft er the sedimC'nt is a II
formed, the clear solu tion on lop is decant ed off at:d evaporated to .1
jeJfy-like consistency.
It it• allowed to stand thus fo r a while till it
solidifies when it is cut and stamped. This form a 11 anspnrenl soap.
u~ually called glycerine. If I he materials used arf" good the soap
wiiJ he clear but if not it is apt to look muddy.

The Poet's Best Friend

.-

Other toilet soa ps are manufactured much a:t laundry soaps: only
from better materials. Tht>y <uc then finely crush:.> rt and mixcd with
coloring matter and f <'I fun1cs, except tha t the coarser scents may be
stirred in while the soap is iiq uid . 1\fter 1ho1 ou ghl.r zr ulching the "" hole
together the ~~bstancc is pl«ct•d rn hydralic prc~ses, which stamp them
into the required shape.

'.

Shaving soap is ordimuy soap of a rather soft. absorbing ,·ariel\·.
Because of its absorbt>nt powe-rs it ,..,·ill form a he:\ \ icr la ther and one
'' hich will remain soft for a lon ger period th an others.

•

Fatty acid~
a1e obtained and saponified by the interaction of th e alkali. The soap
is then separated from its impurities, technical! ' called niger. and cnrlchrd
or mixed together with d elerg nts or p erfumes. . fter being thorou ghly
crutched it i!t either framed or pressed accordin g lo usage. If pre~scd
the process is comple te, if fra me-d it must be ~Jabbed or cut into lon~
bars which are again cut to co:nmercial SII'C'. These cakr~· arc a llo wed
to stand till a superficial skin is form ed . Then they are stamped, wrap ·
ped and packed for shipment.

A brief outline of the entire process is as follows.

Beau teo us prospects we disce rn
\VhE>resoe'er our look we turn;
Far away, the bluey haze
Turns our thoughts to halcyon days;
Or when Hellos hides his face
'Neath Horizon's wide embrace,Ilis et h e real cou rse all run,
And his daily duty don e Brilliant then becomes the sl{y,
Gorgeous colors greet the eye,
Such a s dewy Iris wore
Vvh en upon the Libyan shore
S he alighted, to release
Dido's oul at her decease.
Nearer by, the blossoming trees
Form a picture as one sees
Painted by no human hand:
~oft the mixture, mild and bland;
Petals white, and buds of r ed
Rising from their dO V\"llY bed.
And the leaves, soft. fresh, and green,
All unite to make the scene
Equalled by no other sight
Kaught there is to mar or blight.

A brief word or two concerning the history of soap may not be
out of place. The primiti,·e p eoples knew nothing of its use although
they used nuts and fifi ers which had a cleansing effect. It iJ almost
certain that the ancient P ersians, Syrians, Chaldaeans, Hebrews, and
Greeks had no actual soa p a lthough they used cleansers of some sort.
It is, however, thought thdt the Phoenicians kne v of its use and prep ar·
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High above, some str aggling cloud
Vainly struggles to ensh roud
The deligh tfu 1, cozy sun,
Who, his victory easily won,
Blithe emerges from behind,
And again his s mile most kind
Sends adown from h is high throne
To the earth, all lnvely grown .
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Now, upon the joyful earth,
Carpets green, of priceless '{..-orth
Greet us. Here are m eadows wid",
With the dan deltona pied;
There, a field of winter wh eat
Smiling lies at C~res' fee t:
Yonder, c lO\'er, red and white ,
Wh e re the bees direct thP.ir fligh t.
Such is Nature's comely dress:
Who would not this maid rar~ss?

......
•

.. yes. Father, it is very beautiful I know, but if I go to France
to study Opera. jules will wait if he loves me, and when I have earned
the name and honor that is mine, I shaH come back. Jules wiiJ wait for
me.
"Wait, wait. my child,-Ah. those evil words! May you never
hear their distorted echo, too late, too )ate. Reason it out, Jeanne .
It will take you four years to become a singer in Opera."
..Three, Father, for I shall work hard."
·'Three, then; it matters not. Then a year, yes two or three,
before you are famous, and the years that follow full of glory and
applause. Then you will come back? I think not; but if you do, it
will be too late. Love is not a plaything to be enjoyed at wil) and cast
aside until you wish to take it up again. Love grows and then withen
with the yeant. Your rime of happiness will be gone, the time of
youth, of love, of passion. You will lose from your life what is more
precious than the combined plaudits of two continents, the love of your
mate and your friends, the love of your youth. You will forfeit them
for fame. and fame w ill fall and die and leave nothing worthy of
remembrance. But love and its memories-ah! they live forever. they
are the elixir of old age, they bring contentment to snowy years.
Go.
my daughter, think it over and stay where the good Lord has placed
you and where the Blessed Virgin watches over you.
.. I shall think of what you have said, Father." 9he replied, and
turned thoughtfully away.
The girl walked slowly with bent head along the slender path
that skirted a bushy clearing and led up a sunny hillside. For several
weeks she had gone there to be alone, for there were many knotty qu~
tions she had to decide, this slip of a girl with a golden voice. It
was here she had dreamed her dreams of Operatic ~..~ccess in the old
world. It was here that she had come to the conclusion that love

With this best a.nd tru est !riend?
Robert Kroods m a.

..

THE PRICE OF AMBITION

.. Moo Pere," she answered in a low firm vo1ce, "I have a right
to do it. I ask no odds of anybody. It is not too late."
.. Yes Jeanne, you have some rights in the matter. The money
your father left you is without doubt yours to do with as you please.
Your wonderful voice is yours to cultivate for the concert or the Opera,
or to allow it to go untrained and unheard save here in this wilderness
of the Columbia."
••Then you say I may go, Father, to study the Opera ," she asked
eagerly, hope shining in her face.
Without noticing her interruption he went on: ''But those rights
you have compromised long ago.
You have already planned and
promised your future to another. You are no longer free to go and to
do as you will. You no longer have the right to live your Life as you
please. Within a week 1ules will come for you to make you his bride.
He wiJJ come fuJI of ambition and high hopes, frel'h from the Medical
CoiJege at Quebec. Your place is here with him~ your life together is
en unlived dream for you and him to dream and live together. he to still
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the ravages of disease and' the pain of injury, and you with your songbird voice to sing to 1ules • patients when they are convalescent and are
fretful, and impatient. Then you shall sing to them the 50ngs of the
beautiful France and the Patois lullabys and the happy airs of Quebec
and Montreal. Ah, you and 1ules shall be blessed of the Virgin 1 You
~hall be mentioned in the prayers of the poor. You shall be happy as
you have never known happiness. Ah, what a wonderful, what il
glorious future! Do not spurn it. This is your home. This is your
life!. There is none better. Is it not so Jeanne~"

'

Who would not long llours spend

.. My daughter, happiness is not gathered twice m a hfctime a 3
the Ros~ of Paethum twice a year."
They were standing close together, the slim young girl and the tall
white-haired, gaunt old priest of St. Francis.
.. Besides," he continued as he turned his gaze trom the distant
peaks of the Rockies whert> they purpled the horizon of the distant
west, to the troubled face of the young girl, ··you have no right to d o
that now. It i~ too late."
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must wait for ambition, and it was here that she had come to weigh
for the last time, success and ambition against love and a commonplace
existence.

·.

.
She sat down upon the trunk of an uprooted tree, cuddled her chi 11
m her hand, and in a brown study began to puzzle it all out for always.
Scarce a dozen feet away a Liny cro~ rose over an evidently
new made grave. It was the grave of Jacques, J acq ues the indomitable,. the dreamer, the warm, irresistible, Jacques who lay there in the
cold Jron sleep of d eath.

..

Jacques had come to Rochelle the summer before. so sick and
':eak that it had been necessary to carry him from his bateau at the
nver_up to the house of Pierre, the Blacksmith. where he had secured
lodgmg. From whence he had come and how long he would stay no
one knew. They only knew that his name ·was Jacq ues.
. The brisk, invigorating air of the woods and the healthful exercise on
the nver did ~uch for him. He look a new hold on life. His swarthy
f~ce was continually wreathed in smiles as he made his rounds of the
VIllage,. talking on inti_m ate terms \·vith everybody on everythin g. Always
gay, Witty and well mformed of the happenin g:~ of th e old world and
t'l'lpecially of sunny France. he was a most welcome and diverting addition to Rochelle's prosaic population.

..

.

- ..

. One day, hearing Jeanne singing a Canadian Patois lullaby
whde she was paddling her canoe along the ' oody banks of the river
he had gesticulated' frantically to her, and when she had pushed the
nos~ of her ~noe into the bank at his feet, he made her sing to him
~gam all the ~1ts of _songs she knew, while he li~~ened critically, !uggestmg, commenting unul he appeared satisfied. He clapped his hands tocether rapturously, .. Mon Dieu I it eez zee wondair; you have zee voice
for zee opera! Sacre! you must go to P aree. You shall go, cen 'est par?"
Throughout the summer and '~inter he had fjiJed J ean ne's pretty
head' full of hi~ own effervescent dreams. He told her of her ass ured
!.".Jccess, "Nevair such a voice. Non Nevair !'' He told her of the honor
0 ~. Kings and the favor of Princes, of the fame greater than of th e
Kings. of _F~ance. Jeanne, listening to his dashing assurances, believed
them tmphc1tly, for Jacques certainly knew '"hat he was talkin g about;
even Father Francis admitted it. She promised him t'hat were it ever
possible, she would go to France and study for the Op·ra.' The Opera!
the Opera I that was their constant theme, their ever expanding exquisite
day dream. The following spring, before he died of th e fever, he sent
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for her and gave her three letters, one of introduction to a good family
in Paris, one to his old friend, the best teacher of tlie opera in a~
France, and one that contained several thousand dollars in notes of
F ranee. Two days later they buried him, mourned of all Rochelle.
and raised that little white cross to his memory.
As J eanne sat looking at the 9mall white cross, 1t all came back
to her. the taptu rous exclamations about her voice, the promises, the
thrt=e letters. Suddenly she jumped up; her mind was made. She would
ketp her promise to Jacques, she v;ould go to Paris and study. A great
operatic cateer wa~ ht:rs for the taking. It was her right. her privilege.
S he would become famous. npplauded, sought after, toasted'; and with
'ision~ :nost splendid. sh;! h ipp~d down the path to the river.
That night she sn t down and wrote to Jules of her decision; told
him ~s geutly as possihle her 1ea~ons, assuring him that if he would
wnit for her she ' ·ould come back some day and marry him .
Two days latet" she ldt Rochele. She d ared not wait to bid
Jules good-bye, fo r fear her resolution would go glimmering, and so
.·h~ stole away, away frorn luve, happiness, and home.
Jacques had not been mistaken, Jeanne did have a wonderful
\oice, and it was not long in being discovered.
Her success was
r;::pid and complete. Jacf)u rs' "isions came true, but Jeanne's promise-J
fnded. In the glitter, the glare, the flatterings of personages, she forgot
Jules, Rochelle, and home.
One night at the hr-ight of her succe~ and popularity, she was
singing in the Theatre Francais. Coming back to answer an enthusiastic
encore, she sang she knew not why, a patois lullaby of the French
Canadians. The upturned faces of the crowded house dimmed and
fad ·d , an d she was floati11g on the river in a canoe, singing to Jules
in the moonlight. She sang as never before, to Jules for love and not
to the audience for applaust>. When she had finished she waited expecting to hear Jules say , "That was fine. Jeanne." and was rudely
awakened by the wild clamoring for more.
She turned', stunn ed by the sudden collapse of her beautiful dream.
the dream of w hat might h<we been, and vanished swiftly into the protection of the wings. She sang no more that night. Choked, crushed
down, she reali7ed that her life was but a bubble, a beautiful glaz.ed
veneer "..~ho!=e surfncr reAec!ed the gaieties of Paris. but had' nothin~
tangible within; nothing bul vain empty air. Her ambition did not
satisfy her, h!'r success brought no contentment, while within her the
woman, the primal woman cried for expression and found no vent.
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In her frenzy she cursed )acqu~. once the subject of thankful
pray-ers. She hated her voice, the cauSie of her ambition, the creator
of her success, as the robber of her rightful heritage, home, Jove and
happiness. Oh. how she hated it!
The most beautiful had became the
most hideous. as Hinnon became Gehenna.
The next morning, while the headlines of newspapers declared the
famous Mlle. FleurdeJys would sing in the Opera no more, the subject
of the raucous cries of newsies stood in the bow of the ship that bore
her towards America, to Jules. She did not stand In the stern with
the other passengers to watch regretfully Le Harve f~de in the distance,
no: Mlle. Jeanne was going home, much wiser than when she came
and, oh! so much more unhappy.
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"When the moon rises, by and by, you can see up there on the
hillside the crosses over their graves. shining white in the moonlight
white as their souls do in the great beyond;' said the priest softly, and
passed on, wondering at the look of dull despair that had crept into the
eyes of his auditor, as he told that simple story of noble sacrifice.
The woman. who had realized the fruits of ambition, sank down
against a weathered stump. uttering a wild cry of despairing anguish.
the heart cry of a woman who had li~ened too late to the call of her
heart.
Yes, the old priest was right. .. Happiness is not gathered twice
in a life time. as are the Roses of Paethum twice a year...
THEODORE H. ELFERDINK '16.

There was a new priest at St. Francis. and a new Doctor at
Rochelle. Many changes had taken place since the thin Mip of a girl
had quietly slipped away to the old world, a potential conquer~r of an
entire continent.
One day, at twilight, the strange priest stood seeing the last
golden spears of light dim and fade into the mistiness above the purplt:
mountains, when there appeared on the path from the river a taU, slender
dejected woman. The conqueror was returning with the altitude of the
conquered.
She approached him timidly and asked ... A re you the priest of
St. Francis? ••
"Yes, Mlle. I am.'' he answered.
"Could you tell me of Jules.'' she asked', furtively, ..Doctor Fouche. I
mean.

•

..

"Doctor Jules? ah yes.
for his memory."

Tho • I did not know him, I am the better

..

So from this strange priest, who did not know. who did' not understand her, she learned the story. of which she was the silent, unwitting
author.
Jules had come to Rochelle. settled alone in his cottage by the
river; he made no friends save the old priest of St. Francis. Just the
spring before an epidemic of scarlet fever had broken out in Centone3
lumber camp down the river. and' death had reaped a heavy harvest
there. Jules and Father Francis had gone to heal and comfort the stricken
men: one to aid the spirit. when the body had passed beyond the aid of
the other. When the fever had run itself out both fell sick the same day
and died scarcely six hours apart.

..

We the members of the faculty of Hope ColJege desire to record
our deep sorrow because of the sutlden and sore bereavement that
has befa1len our esteemed colleague, Professor Frank N . Patterson,
in the death of his beloved wife a nd mother of his only child Lloyd,
which occured on Friday night, April the tenth .
Mrs. P atterson was known to us as a woman of great courtesy
and refinement, sweet and tender and amiable of disposition, modest
a nd retiring on the one hand, yet always affable and responsive~ a
loving companion and help-meet to her husband, a devoted and care..
taking mother to her son, an humble follower of the Lord Jesus.
We extend to our co-worker our sincer est sympathy and commtnd him most earnestly to the God of all grace, whose comfort and
guidance and strength are so much needed in these days of trial and
loneliness.
Committee:
EDWARD D. DlMNENT
ELMA

G.

ALMON

MARTIN

T.

GODFREY

..
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WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN
Our nation is ~~11 comparatively young, but in looking back over
the pages of history, we find that she is the happy possessor of many
heroes. We might sing songs of praise to our once great statesman and
fwarrior, Washington. \'\t e might extol that never to be forgotten backwoodsman, Lincoln.
\Ve might eulogize our beloved, a~.;assinated
president, McKinley. Ho,; e er, I have chosen one who is still with
u~: one whom our fellow countrymen often despised and rejected, yet
\~hose ptinciples remain fi rm and never-dying. \Ve d esire to herald a
few words of praise to one of our p resent day benefactors,-Willialll
] t>nnings I3ryan.
The boyhood d ays of Mr. Bryan were simple. Nothing extraordinary look pluce in his ea dy l1ft', except that he had a natural ability for
public speakitag. ·l 'his cha racteristic, together with a strikiug personality and ''innin g smile. aided him greatly in acquiring his evident renown. Ovetflowing with a hristian philanthropy, he long cherished a
d esire to enk' .. public l1fe and thus serve humanity. In doing this, it is
sometimes said tha t Bryan chose the wrong party. Be"'itat as it may, th e
fact remains that his name h~ s become indelibly imprinted upon thP
hearts of the American peoplt! and in the future, history will ever point
tv him as one of the grea test men of this age. His fame has become
world-wide and his influence is felt '' herever he wills to exert it.
Perhaps no man wa~ ever more p ra ised and at the same ti me cond emned than Mr. Bryan; ne\·ertheless, no ma n has ever shown grea ter
dc:.rin g in facing the issues of th e day. His princi ples are well founded
and his policies w ell chosen; and regardless of opposing tactics, he fearlessly work:t on to grea ter a•ld nobler achievements. F cw possess such
intellectuality and such for ' sight as he manifests. qualities for whjch he
is often termed a fanatic or an irrational politician.
Yet, with his
fcrce of chamcter and continual preaching of ri gli~eousr.ess. he h:l '
proved the opposite to the . rncrican people and li\"es to see many of
his principles in actual practice.
Mr. Bryan i~ sorncti n~es callfd a failu re and if suc cess d p r nJ ·
upon holding office, this is probably tru e.
But surely \\hen onco
spends his life for the down- II ocld en and general welfare of the public,
01 as a teacher of mo:-als ; '\hen one beholds the forces ga thering togf'ther
to carry out his principles and teachin gs, he is far fro:n bein g a failure.
A lr ading republican says, "Drya n was the first man out and ,the fi rc;t
man at work. It Y~ems he did more than any other live m<>n and' he

.
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was not at work five minutes till every man, with an unconsc1ous
recognition of leadership, was taking orders from Bryan. ••
Can you find another who, in like manner, has built success upon
defeat, continually rising higher in the estimation of the people; who,
despite opposition, remains a leader of his party? Can you find another
who is scoffed at or ridiculed by so many. that can hold his very enemies
speH-bound by his oratory? And yet the answer is simple. He is the
<.hampion of the people a nd be it political or otherwlse, his honesty is
unquestionable. No cleaner man can be found in politics. Treachery
cmd double dealing are far from him, and he is most sincere in his
convictions. Hi~ v ord is pure to those who really know him; and in
his political fights he never strikes a man in the back, but meets him
fairly and squarely, and , like Washington, who knelt in the snows at
Valley Fo1ge, praying for the triumph of liberty, Bryan depends upon
divine guidance in his political work.

It is liLLie '"'onder that people are following Bryan more and

-· .•
•

•

more, for he is " a lO\\ er of str ngth to his party" and a benefit to th~
others. He is one of the ad\ anced thinkers of the day and givest ou;
gc·vernment the full benefit of his wonderful, master mind. He especially, stands for what our country needs. \Vho was it that in the Fifty
s coud congress electrified that body and startled people at large by his
nt:w and original ideas on the tari ff, showing that he believed in the
1i ghts of the people and not the privileged few? Who was it that
advocated the elect ion of sena tor~ by direct vote of the people, for
,~ hich a t the ti ale he "·as hi:,sed and scoffed at?
Who was it that
declared ca&npaigu funds should be made public before as well as aFter
dcction, in order tha t the 1 Lople might know wha t the politician ·w as
u~ ing their money for?
\\tho was it that first called the people's attention to the fact tha t " a man is above the dollar, ''- a truth which
must be impressed upo;1 th ~ hearts of every true citizen. Who wa!t it
tha t sa,·ed the Dcn:octatic patty a t Baltimore, placing it on a higher
plane than ever before?
\Xrho is it that battJes continually for th\!
rights of th e people he lo' es, d espite the fact that it arouses enmity
and di~fa, or on the patt of many?
Our answer is, the honorable
\X/ illia m J ennin gs Bryan.
O h. ft iP I d of the laboier! you who continually defend the people. most gift d of orators, dmmtless of prophet!1, continue your excel1~11i:
task. Defea t is far from you . A surplus of offices has been demed
you. but ) ou set ved th" p"orle mo;;t gloriously by advocating true
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pri.ncip!es.

By your fidelity lo principle you have risen high in th-!
~sb.matJOn of the American people.
You have worked your way into
thear hear.ts, and posterity will ever look back to you as a great servant
of humanity.
"A friendle~ warfare!
Lingering long
1 hrough wea ry day al1d •Weary year,
A wild and many-weaponed throng
I a11g on thy front and flank and rear.
Y et nerve thy spirit to the proof,
And blench not at thy chosen lot;
The timid good may stand aloof,
rl he sage may frown-yet faint thou not.
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ATTENTION

-..

Say-did you ever have an idea? just how did you feel-were
you the least bit dizzy afterwards or perhaps a little surprised? rm in an
awful condition. I've had an idea. This idea is associated with a
dime--ten cents in real money. No-it isn't a new lens for the telescope nor is it a donation for a new Van Vleck dormitory.
(Each
one of you is going to contribute for both lens and dormitory--- - - --·when you get out into the \VORLD! !) Follow this closely now
-ten coppers-three hundred and fifty Hopeites-1 0 x 350 - 3500.
(Is that multiplied correctly'?) Well, then, with all this money we can
buy flowers and plants and we can plant these flowers and plants in
such spots on our campus where they will look best. Then too; woe
betide that individual, be he student or prof~.,or who should be caught
•cutting' or trampling down lawn or flowers. I am sure that if both

•
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student and professor ha~ a share- a genuine share in tl1i mo vement,
there will be little or no need for 'before chapel' talks on this su bject.
What think you of it? T <'!~~ this cr"rr:'l suggestion, please. KEEP
OFF THE GRASS.
- ·l6
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the gun has not the power that the sing!~ bullet has. With the field' for
investment before us let us invest our time and our efforts in that line
C. H.
' hence shall come the greatest lasting returrur.

-

I VESTMENT
May. the month of beau tiful sun. hinc, ,[ ,,.a 11n aftcruoou:-, and
of flowers, repeatedly and variou~ly i~!.. ues the .. call of the wild" to
many a student. The early morning sun beams splendidly upon th•·
pedestrian. and upon the lenni· devotee. The afternoon furnishes an
ideal time for the botanizing excur:ioni~t. while the sfanting rays of
the sun o'er Lake Michigan fall upon the stea k and weenie roasts so
appetizing to dune climbers. And yet, amid thi:J varied daily program
of so many of our st udents, there stand out in prominence the foUl
rPcitation hours and the preparation for these. To each individual
there comes the question of ti me-investment. Is he to give the best
hours of the day to physical pursuits which render his mind unfit for
his lessonf7? Shall he curtail the program of hi' physica l exercises only
to such an extent that he merely passes?

A short term of ten weeks, thou gh filled so completely with ath
letic, pedestrian, and social diversions, :!~ill presenls a fine opportunity
to accomplish a great d eal of work. to carry many of the interesting
cour:Jes now presented, and above all to show his , ..·ill power in concenhation. With investment in that which shall in the long run pay the
best interest on the amount of time and energy invested will the student
be best satisfied. When he can look back and feel that he has both
worked hard and played hard, he may be sure of having obta ined the
most from his principaL R ememberin't that opportunity passes m• only
once, let us do our best ,..,·hether in the class room or on the athletic
lield. Mortgaging our future usefulness by present slip-shod work is
an impardonable crime against ourselves and again t our fellow cia .imates; but by giving the primary purpose for which we are attending
school, its due in time and energy, and by dividing th e remainder of th ..

...

"
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character must be developed properly a nd carefully that the future course
of worlc shall not be hampered throu gh di9proportion of tastes or of
capabilities. and yet one should remember that the scattered shot from

\Ve record with sorrow the death of one of our early alumru.
1 he R ev. john /\. De Spdd cr of the class of 1870 pas:t.xl away at
Tecumseh on the 14th of last month.
The R ev. James T. V eneklasen, '07 • has accepted a call to the
. Church of C Jan
. d Haven · He and Mrs.
Presbvtenan
h Veneklasen
Sfll {nee
ter
I wa
'
Miss .Ann Scheulke, 'I 0,) wiU leave their present c arge at
N. Y., some time this month.
I!»

-•

All sides of one·

Rev. H. K . Boer, '70, has recently taken up his new ~ork
ec.·ty Iowa where he is Classtca
· 1 M.lSSJOnary
·
for the ClaSSJs of
.
l S.
a JOUX
•
•
• J2
·n
. m
Iowa. His daughter, l\1i"s Charlotte Boer ,Prep.
• WI remam
Grand R apids for the present.
.
Th

..

.._

•

•

#

time between the infetior demands, we are fulfilling our duty to ourselves and to those with whom we associate.

The

·•

The Rev. fsoac V an \ Vestcnburg. 'OC), of Marion, N. Y ..
com..•:dcring a ca11 from the Immanuel R eformed Church of Grand

Rapids.
·
d
·1
I
.
R
h
'OS
of
Grand
Rapids
tntcn
s
to
sal
ear
y
C
The R ev. .~ernl osc .
•
.
.
.
in June for Europ , where he will spend his vacallon.

·
Egypt • ,, ho
Dr. Samuel 1\1. Zwemer, .87 • o f C aJro,
. came Kto thi:;
dd
the great S tudent Volunteer convenllon at
ansas
coun try to a re!'S
G
omises have
Cl. ly saJ.)cd last month on his return voyage.
re~: p~
sed
· f vunt.
· · for w e I ncrea
enbeen· rna d e to Dr · Z wemer • during his b ne
1
d d
dowment that Cairo Chri§tian University has so great y nee e .
.
. C
B
'87 has returned with her family
Mrs. Comella appon russe,
•d S th
I Louisville Ky.,
· th
h the East an
ou ·
n
'
V
HuJst '11 . Rev. Mr.
from a pleasure tnp roug
she visited her daughter, rv1rs Anthony
er
•
Ver Hulst is an alumnuo of 1910.
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Mr. George Roest, '09, who is teaching in Racine, Wis., visited
College recently.
Miss Mae
High School.

ALLEGAN H. S.-HOPE PREP.

La Huis, '1 3 . has resigned her position in the Zeeland

OLIVET-HOPE DEBATE

When the smoke and dust of conflict had subsided, it wa:J seen
that the count stood two to one in favor of Olivet. After the debate,
both victors and vanquished were tendered a pleasant informal reception
at the home of Prof. Sterrepberg, an old friend of Hope.
Olivet College cannot fai l to leave a favorable impression, especialThe
ly the student body, the library and the Fraternity houses.
cordiality of various faculty members, especially Professors Nadal and
Sterrenberg. was greatly appreciated.
The debate wa9 an interesting and close contest. While Olivet's
men failed to cover all the ground involved in the question, they had
good. philosophical argument, a convincing deli\'ery, a strong rebuttal,
and a stirring appeal. Hope, although in our opinion presenting the
noticeably weak m
rebuttal
stronger constructive argument was
and failed to meet their opponents on their own ground. Hope's delivery was decidely oratorical as compared with Olivet's.
Local debaters, and members of the team themselves, attributt!
much of the defeat to incomplete preparation; and there seems to be
good ground for this complaint. In the opinion of many, there should
l:e more time between the last Inter-Society debate and the Inter-Collegiate debate, and' also a greater amount of system and ••team-work."
especially in rebuttal.

CONTEST

Hope's success in oratory and debate in the last few years has
filled her cup of enthusiasm to overflowing and the Prep. department is
absorbing considerable of it. As evidence of thi~ fact, we see the
students of the preparatory school trying faithfully to fit themselves for
the contests of future years so that the chain of success may remain un ·
broken, and that the victories of the future may even out number
those of the past. Rea lizing that the best and most practical way of
preparing for future contests is· to actively engage in them now. a few
preparatory students and some college men arranged last January for
a forensic contest with A1legan Htgh.

.. Miss ~Ida Stegeman, '09, has been obliged to give up her
posallon as mstructor in the Cedar Grove Academy on account of a
nervou:1 break down.

On Friday evening, April I Oth, Hope's negative debating teamTen Keurst, Zwemer and Bosch, met Olivet's affirmative team, Parmalee, ]ones and Coulter,-at Olivet, on the question, .. R esolved, That
the U. S. Govt. should own and operate the railroads.'' The judges were
Superintendent Hartwell of Kalamazoo, Probate judge Dann of Charlotte, and Prof. Simpson of M. A. C.
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The contest was held at Allegan on April 1 7th, and resulted in
victory for the High boys, Allegan having 55 per cent and Hope Prep.
45 per cent, figuring on the basis of 100 per cent. Each school wa:;
represented by hYe men, three debater!~, an orator and a declaimer.
Carl Stapelkamp represented our school as orator, and easily carried
off the honors with a splendid oration which he delivered in a very impressive manner. The oration was entitled, "The Super-Democracy."
Troy Clawson of Allegan then d elivered his oration. entitled, .. Men
who have Influenced American Ideas and Ideals." A debate followed.
on the question, "Resoh-ed, That the Labor Union Promotes the W elfare of the nation." The affirmative was upheld by IVlessrs. T. Prinll.
\V. Koppenaal, and P. Cooper of Hope, and the negative was supported by Messrs. A. Lilly, C. Adams, and B . Woodhams of Allegan.
The work of our Prep. d ebaters promises "big things" for future collE-ge
debating teams. Though it ~.!emed to many present that the work of
our team was superior. nevertheless, hvo of the judges decided in favor
of Allegan. The declamation contest was last, and in this we ·we: c
represented by Chas. De Vries, whose selection was Ingersoll's speech
at his brother's grave. The pathetic rendering of the piece by Mr. D e!
Vrie<.J was highly commenda ble and held the close attention of the
audience. C hester Sirrine of Allegan then gave a humorous poem entitled, ..The Q,, I Critic." The d eclamation or recitation was gi,·cn
in a very clever manner and was awarded the decision. The jud ge~
of the contests were Henry Jacobs of Holland, and Charles Delano and
Judge Orion S. Cross of Allegan.
The contest was d ecl.lred excellent by those present and' undoubtedly the Prep. will be engaged in similar contests in the coming years.
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Ou Thut::.dc1y mo sni ng .\ rousing mass meeli ng was held in Willant's
how
Lirne,
gtca t

C hapel, after \, hich D . L. ( ·oh.in add ressed the sludc:n ts, showing
the lut ei-Lollegia te coadc:sls ' ' ltich are being held ftotn tiule to
help to fonn a doser union o f college men a nd \\'omen in th is
w ork.

0 . ) . 1\tlc J,enna op nc:d the a ft ernoon session with an addu•.•;
on the l.i:.tul} and st, ugglt·s of the A ssociation . placing ·pecia l e 11·
phasis on the I r.li stnu'• Jit ro. tlais cau: e.
llorney Miles then rc:ld a
pap ' a 0 11 " I he Pr~$t'llt ~ t .d d .• of the Liquor Traffic.·' The
thirJ
~-peakt'r ''as D. L . C o l' i: . '' ho deJa, •·red an addt "s5 on the \\ 0 1 k uf
the Nation~! p, ohibiti on As!\ocia tion. A fter these splendid and inspir
ing acid ~t· sc::. the n ·cdiug J.>l o t't:J "J w ith its aunua I businLss. · t lw
officets chosen '' ere a~! follu\\ s : Pre id(' nt, j . B. I Iervey of Adrian.
\ ·ice-president . P. J I. Goodt ich of Albion, Secretary and treasurer.
The
T . Zwemer of Hope, R c p01t r, A. J. Mcintyre of Alma.
delcgatrs chost>n fur the na tional contest which is lo be held a t Topek!'\
K ansas, durin g the C lui L ::·~s holida ·s. w ere. H. J acobs of Hope.
, , hose a lterna te is r. D e J on g. a ad 0 . J. M e lve nna of Albion, ,, host•
:~hrrna ti"e it F. ]c,,·r ll.
A booskr corna nittf'e W '\S appointed, con: i.:t
i: .g of Mr. Pietcrsou of , \ lhion, 1\ h. Lord of
d t·ian, Mr. I3rtJgg.·a
of I lope and one from Al ma . tsot yet appointed .
In the t·\ cni"lg the gt<'.l t ~:a te contest was the culmination of tl,,·
conference. J\ Ia agc nt11n ht' c ga thered in th e C hapt-l to hear the inspiring and e11 thu. iastic ora ti ons. -J h,. orations weae a ll very w ell wri lkn
and showed ca1eful pre-para ti on. T ho mas Soule d r li vered th e oration
er.titled ''T he Fight t'f'n lh .t\lnendrnt>nt." H e show ed how the cxisti n.;
e' ils could be oYercon' t"' bv ndoptin g the amen dmf'nt which i!• now 111
the ha nds of
on gn ·..o.;.
Art hur ) . . Mcintyre d eliveted the oaatiotl
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entitled .. The American Issue." He emphasized the rwnous effect of
alcohol on the human system and that the problem could be solved
through education, moral uplift and a union of forces. Miss Ethel
Bedient d elivered the oration entitled .. An Open Fight. •• She presented the deplorable conditions of the poorer class and ~owed how this
could be righted. and also explained the part the Church played in
this problem. Henry Ter Keurst delivered the oration entitled "The
Truimph of a Principle." H e showed that liquor was a foe to indus·
lly, that it caused a gteat economic loss and that there is a sociai
declination. .For these reasons the forces are uniting to abolish thiJ
tra ffic.
The contest was very interesting from beginning to end and tht
decision was close. Tht d t cision by rank was as follows :
Thot.
Del.
"The I 8th Amendment". Thos. Soule, Adrian
3 2 2 4 4 3rd
''T he Ameri can Issue."
. ] . Me Intyre. Alma
2 4 4 3 3 4th
·• A n Open Fight," Miss E thel Bedi ent. AJbion
I 3 3 1 1
1st
" I he Triumph of a Principle." H. TerKeurst, Hope 4 I I 2 2 2uh
The judges on though t and composition were C. A R. Stone,
_oiJwaler; Hugh J arn eson, Cadillac, and Wm. A. Morse, Detroit :
or. deliH•ry Samuel R anck, Gtand Rapids, and D. L. Colvin. Pres.
of the National l ntncollegia te Prohibition Association.
J '
• ( ' ollege and Holland are pleased to have had the privile g:->
of 1·
this convention in our city because of the impetus it mu:;t
nece sarily gi' e Lo the Prohibition movement here and the inspiration it
\'ill gi\ 'C to our students to en ter future Prohibition contests.

STATE PROHIBI ri ON CO VEN 1 ION AN D ORATORI CAL
co N ·l ·EsT
The annual stale convention of the Inter-collegiate Prohibition
Association, opc:nccl \\ t:!duesday, April 29th.
A ll the pa eiirninary
functions '' ere duly a ar<lngc J iu the afte1 noon. An enthusiastic rally
\\as held in the I ·irsl Rclormed Church, \V ednesd ay evening.
D.
l cigh ( ohin, president of the Nat iona l Prohjbition 1\ssocialion and
\X'. V. \Valtna~n. t.Jastaict :> UJ.H. tintt-nden t of the 1\nti-Saloon Le.1gue.
' 'ete the spec1ke:s. i\lr. \\':dtrnau cmphasiz.ed the polatical phase of
tl.e liquor question auJ i\!r. Colvin placed especial emphasis on th ...
u.luca liorsa l phase.

The

Exchanges
"The en tral R ay." Centtal College, Pella Iowa. casts no mean
reflection upon its editor, \ Vm. Rhynsburger, a former Hoi ::! Stud~Ht.
fts editorials bear a strong stamp of individuality. The account of
the G lee Club Tour is written in a most interesting manner. To th e
I lope ~~ ude nl., w ho have known Carl Beyers, ~ormerl~ ~~ Ho~e , at
\\ill undoubtedly be of interest to know that he IS not ltm1tmg h1s ace omplishments to the Athletic F ield , but is also a member of the Collegr·

-<

...
•

....

.

.

G lee C lub.
T he pa per, however does not contain any literary numbers, such
as stories, essays, ora tions, poems, etc .• and for just that reason seems tv
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be missing one of the primary purposes of a CoUege paper. namely. to
be the organ of the student body. and therefore a medium for the
expression of their literery talents. We do commend it most highly for
meeting so adequately the second purpose. namely. that of rogcussing
the possible conditions of the College, the various phrases of the College
wodd in general. and similar matters of importance to the student body.

"'

. ' . . •.
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article entit)ed,-"The Value of Time.. is of especial value because
of its pre!fent interest. It emphasizes two great truths, often forgottc:n. namely, that "time is short," and "beyond recall.'' \Ve must not
fail to comment favorably on the cover design. which is so wholly jn
keeping with the Easter week.
We notice one especially commendable thing about the ..Central
Normal Bulletin," and that is the evidence of its live interest in its
Alumni, and the corresponding interest of the Alumni in their school.
This is not only shown by a well-written and' complete Alumni department, but especially by the publication of letter~ or excerpts of letters
of many of its Alumni. We highly commend a letter department of
that nature, for it must result in a wider and deeper interest of Alumni
in their Alma Mater Paper, and of the Student Body in the Alumni.

In the Apl il number of our own paper we were pleased to see
a contributed editorial, commending the introduction of the "HoHor
System" at I lope. On an informal ballot, the system was approved by
the student body of HtUsclalt>, by a vote of 150 to 35. This does not
prove it~ adoption, but was merely intended to sound the sentiments of
the stud,·nt body in regard to the Plan. It proves conclusively th:1t
!-lope is not the only C ollege suffering from this "Curse of cheating."
and desirous of gelting rid of it.

A more attractive cover design, and a good joke department
"ould be improvements.

In the April number of "The College Index" we find four essenl
ial principles and requisites in the life of the individual, in particular
that of tht> student, dressed in the most interesting and attractive ga r!..>. ·1 he Principles,-the Ethiat of the Body, The Spitit
of Unity of O\'e ar.d Uns~lfishness, and the Spirit of Contentment and
Happiness, are respeclively labeled,-The Great Internal Peace Con .
ference, The Spirit of Unity. The Cloud, and The Lure of the Sunset.
1 he originality of the idea of personifying great principles, and emphasi /ing their significance in such a way is commendable.
4

.. The Cue"-Albany Academy-Your paper is well-arranged
and contains splendid literary material. Your Exchange department
and your Cueisms are especially strong.
W
tents.

The Poems entitled, "Faith" and ''The Fellow Who Took I-lid
Ease,·· are w ell written and especially appropriate to the !JI:udent. Suc
cess and' Failure are the respective keynotes. We would urge discon
tinuing the practice of interspersing Advertising Matter with Literary
material. The P sycholog:cal law of it is evident, for glaring advertiseJrtents are sure to distract the attention of the reader from the lit erary
mate-rial; and. f ul·thermore. it approaches too near to the Newspaper
style.

'

note that nearly all of our exchanges contain a table of con\Ve believe this is a commendable thing.
p

.•

4

o~---:S;Joc IE Tr~¥~~...._[

4

•

The Misr~:on House Aerolith contains a few striking numbers,
ir! the GPrman and one in the American language, upon the Subject of
Easter. Both WI iters sound the sentiment of the day in a most inspiring manner. and the publication of the articles in the April number is in
due harmony with the occasion. A biography of the Ltfe of Washington Irving gives us a clear view of the life and work of this prolific writer, \vho is justly called." The Father of American Literature." The

.

.

..

' .

\Vith the Spring term, the Seniors can again enJOY themselves to
the utmost by indulging in all the sorts of fun-parties, socials, and
banquetfJ-which always crowd the last weeks. The c_la~ is alr~dy
on to the tricks and began by passing a delightful hour m tls elocubon
class. On Monday. April 20, the program called for a banquet scene,
and some of the girls served light refreshments after which excellent
toasts were given. Mr. John Tillema was toastmaster.
The K. of P . Hall was the place of great splendor when the
Sorosis Society gave its annual banquet on the evening of April 1 7 ·
The affair was a complete success, nothing being left undone to add to
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Our Y. W. C. A. is the central figure in the Christian life of the
girl at school. Every girl need s the association; the association needs
every girl. Life without it would be decidedly d ifferent, for it has a
silent infl uence on our lives tha t gently guides us on. But wha_t of ~he
coming next year? N ext fall, shall we not welcome the girls matncuJatmg
hcte to our as:.t.:>ciation meetings as heartily as we welcome them to C?Id
11ope? A more important aim is that of a deep ~piritual _ life. Dunng
the coming year we d csite lo become better acquamled wtth each other
but far more. with our Lord.
IL will depend on you as members
,.
W • C•
. whether our meetings will be helpful and
o r th e ,1.
d
inspirin g ; and whether yoUJ own spiritual life shall be elevated an
strengthened. Shall "'·e make this year the banner year?

the enjoyment of the evening. The colors of the Society, gold and
white, \.\.'ere artfully carried out in every detail. Daffodils and yellow
roses. together with large bouquP(!; of white ~weet pea9 made a very
dainty elfect and completed the color scheme. In the center of the hall
was a pyramid of palms around which were placed tables set for four.
Miss Cornelia Bouma was toastmistress. and the speakers were the
MiS!JICs Eva Leenhouts, Ruth Pieters, Christine Van RaaTie, and Hazel
Clements.
On April 2 I, the W . F. N. M. of the Dormitory gave a birthday supper for one of its members. The table wa!:' daintily d ecorated.
Everything was complete, even to the birthday cake and candles. Leave
it to the W. F. N. M. to have fun.

The new officets of Y. \V. C. A. are as follows:
President, Catharine H ekhuis : Vice-president, Ruth Pieters; S ecretary.
Doro thy Pictcr~; T rea~urer, 1--lenrietta Neerken .
.

Mr. Charles Clark gave the last number of the lec ture courc;e
on April 24. A beautiful program of sonqs was rendered and the
audience listened with sympathetic attention. His choice of ~ong5 from
the German. French. and English languages showed a wide rangf' of
cultur<>. The "'Erlkonig" and "June" were especially d elightful. Gordon Campbell. the pianist, sePmed to in til just thf' ri ght atmosphE>rc.
~hich add'e d greatly to the enjoyment of the pro~ram.
On Tuesday evening. April 21. a jolly bunch of "Hopeitcs.,
Wf're entertained by Ruth Blckkink . The occa!'ion was a taffy pull
nnd everyor.e was in the hest of spirits. Candy Pl•lls are sticky, but
Pothing arousec; merriment more than "feedin~ a lillfP taffy."
The Junior class lost one of it loya l members whPn John " 'a llint::\
ldt in the early part of the term. He is plannin g to attend a medica l
school.

Thr chairmi\n of the sever<' I committees arc; C:.ara \Vinter, Munel
f ortuinr,
nH·'irl M e 1win ~, Elda Van Pullen, Sat<\ Helene Trompen .
an d Henrietta Van Zee.

••
~

I

-

All tennis enthuiasts ha ve been eagerly watching the work on the
The Y . W . C. A. feels gratified and encouraged over the in creased interest which ha!l been shown in the work durin g the pa' l
school year. The membership has increased to ninety; at the regular
meetings on Thursday afternoon, there has been an average atlendanc:
of fifty. Our meetings have been marked' with a spirit of earnestnes-;
and helpfulness. During the Week of Prayer, many girls were brought
to a knowledge of Chri!Jt as their Savior and Master. That missionarv
interest has been aroused is shown by the fact that. this year, two mission study classes were organized, and besides these. the Junior and
~enior girls attended Prof. Kuizenga 's class which was open for both
men and women. Then, too, the mi!J3ion fund is larger than before.

ourts-jusl i:nagin 2 , three of them as good as can be found
anywhere. Thanl..s. 1r. Dosker: ' "·c are g~ing lo ~ake good use of
The tCJ' r.is
JT'anagcr t:..e plannwg a tournament
your generou:;. gt·rt .
·
to ,..-hich sn·c 1 al entries ha' e already been made. F rom the best playe_rs
in the tournament. a team ";11 be picked to repres<:'nt th~ coll~ge tn
II •aft ·"r 1' t •" •l.. \V, You tenuis players. and 81'' C cVJd encc
n~ atc I1 games.
that H ope 15 no more ..siow" in tennis than in any other College
activity.

new

OUR Y. W. C. A .

•

-·
~

..-

The track team is ge tting into fine shape and there is no reason
why we sho uld not win both the relay and the cross co~nt~. The
first try-out !~ho·wed that many men are making three mlles m good

•

. ..
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time. Faries, Van Strien, and Bilkert make a trio that will keep thing.;
humming.
The fi rs t baseball game of the I 9 I 4 season has been played.
The Hope aggregation defeated the Holland High School tea m to th~
tune of 8 to 2. Both teams we1e getting into form and thought it
well to play a practise game.
''Ou'' did the twirling fo r Hope and
showed that his powerful ri ght arm is not yet worn out. Not satisfied
with the laurels for pitching, he played the spectacular fea ture of thr
game by hitting the first home-run of the season.
The sea::.~n is on in good style now and Sat. April 2', Grand
Rapids Centra came down, "to ~lip one over on us." Y cs, the actually
slipped one over" for without doubt Hope ha~ the stronger team. But
the "god of baseball" d ecrrcx:I it thus. Costly error on Hope's part
;~nd a "blowir.g up .. in the seventh inning arc responsible fo r the d'efea t.
Yet Grand Rapids has an excell~nt team and the ..little fellows" showed
that they have real "ba~ball heads."
Capt. "Jack" pitched the
game and got himself out of se,·eral Light places.
WeJI, it wasn't a bad d efeat.
shows that it wasn't a run away.

RETIRING

Y. M.

C.

A.

CABINET

Five to fou r in a len inning game

Never mind boys, we're with you yet and one defeat with chances
for five victories doesn't ta ke our courage away .
The a llendance or ra ther lack of attendance a t the game o•
J\pril 25. m;ty he the cause for the dde~l. Durin g th e first part of
the game the "fans" could be coun ted on the fin gers of one's ha nd .
At the close of the game the crowd grew considerably la rger because
the Holland High game was over a nd the "l-ligh" student~ came here
tc support us. Do they care more for our team than we do ourselves?

-

Locals
Prof. Moerdyke, translating Greek,-" 'On the one hand, he re~
ceived no income; on the other hand. he supported his mother for three
years.

..

Stranger talking to Flight-'"What a splendid opportunity there
is for a student to study good and bad roads on this campus."

•
.-

...•
t

~~

John Flight-• 'Titat's why we have so many Rhodes' scholars."
...
H oPE'S BASKET BALL T E A~1

The
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The Apostle-after a water throwing contest in Van Vleck.. Mr. Till em a, did you put that water, to the best use~"
Tillema-"Yes sir."
Apostle-"That's all that's necessary."
A German lady, who had been in America but a short while, met
another German Lady.
Fiwt Lady-.. Good morning. It's a fine day, but I haf a colt."
Second Lady-"0, no, you d'on't mean you haf a colt; you
mean you are a little hoarse .

.

.

..'

Ho!.? ers reading the parable of the importunate man.
.. Though he will not give him because he is his friend, yet, be·
cause of his opportunity, he will rise and give him as many as he
needeth. ''
Alhletics-/\11 those who are trying for the shot-put in the class
day meet, come around to the lop floor of Van Vleck, at 12:30 P. M.
and try out.

•

A LITTLE POETRY

t

..

'

--t.

Bung Hoven had a piece of gum,
It was as white as snow.
And e¥ery place that Hoven went,
That g-.Jm was !:'..Ire to go.
It followed him to school one day,
\Vhich was against the rule .
Prof. Moedyke took that gum away,
And chewed it after school.
Protecting Himself.
Magistrate sevei ely- .. You admit then you stole that pig.
Prisoner- .. I has to, boss."
l\1agistrate -"Very w eiJ then, there has been a lot of pig stealing
going on around here lately, and I am going to make an example of
you, or none of us ,~;11 be safe.''
Stein got a call down al F. S. for giVIng a number, and not having his trousers pres~~d.
Gleason takin g Stein's part-"Mr. Chairman, I don't see how
C: tein can have his pants pressed here, when he is pressing his suit in
Grand Haven."

•
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Of all deep waters Lockhorst sees,
The deepest is his History
(''C").

First Class

Student in Psychology :-"If a boy decided to give up smoking.
what kind of a p1 ocess would you call that?"
Kuizenga :-"Oh, tha t·s 4nly a temporary interruption."
Yeenschoten eating g1casY. potatoes; "I don't see why they don't
five us Turkey instead of :!v much Greece."

-

.:

I

Carl Hospers' wise saying:
"It is meet that I should lose a little meat, at the fi eldmeet."
Plipse in chemistry class: " Don't you think that we would believe
a~ our ancestors did if we lived then?"
Godfrey :- " I dun't doubt that; all fools aren't dead yet."

A country

Watch and
.Jewelery

------.-

,

. r

vi~i tor at one time went to a London concert.

He wa.
particular to inquire the price of st!als and U1e obliging attendant said,
.. Front seat!r, two shillings ; back, one shilling; program, a penny."
•
''0, well then," blandfy replied the countryman, ''I'll sit on a
program."

Geo. H. Huizinga & Co. ~p~;~!~s
38 E. 8th Street, Holland

Correct
Photographs
for School and College
Graduates .
Don't decide until you
have seen what we have
to offer.

Ald,vorth

Successors to Gerber Drug Co.
Holland~ 1\lir~b.

E. J. Mac Dermand

Come in and Get Acquainted

Pol~echnic

Institute

~ SCHOOL of ' '

'•:~"~• EIIIIEERING

CIVIL MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL and CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING, and GENERAL SCIENCE
s.ndtorac.tatoeu..

TROY, N.Y •

Best work at
pnccs.

.

Ne....,. FirTn in on CUd Stand

Rensselaer

Main Street, Zeeland
We make a specialty of

•

Vanpell &

Repairing

-

.-

Zeeland

lowest

STUDIO
Phone 107

Peoples State Bank
Holland, Michigan
Aread Vi"'achcr, President
B. D. Keppel, Vice-Prt'siJenl
Com.otrdal and Savin£ Departments

Capital $50,000.00
John G. Rutgers, C.ahier
Henry Winter, Ass't Cuhier
4% on Time De,...tl

l

\
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BARBER SHOP
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Dr. James

0. Scott

DENTIST

Nearest the

Evening Appointments Tues. and Slit. from 7 to 9.

Engraved Cards
Programs, Invitations
'
Announcement, Stationery
et

' -I

'

32 EAST $1th
S TREET,

- - - - IODaS-I:St te 12 •·• ·
1·30 te 5 • · • ·

BOLLAND, MICH.

FRANKLIN POLICIES

I Iigh t:s t class \\'UI'k l'easo 11alJI · pri ·es.

Are Registered

H. \V. HARDIE, rr11e Jeweler

If you want to know all about them

H1 \V. 8th St.

WM. J. OLIVE, General Agent

ASK
Phone 1124

ME
HOLLAND, MICH.

Moved Remember

We Appreciate Your Trade

Students

~ SMITH'S DRUG STORE ~
54 E. 8th St.

and Others

Holland, Mich.

------------------------------·---·-

-

GET CLEAN AT TI-lE

Model LatJndry

.,.

Citz . Phone 14 4 ~

Are invited to our studio
when in need of pictures
of any kind or size

..

THE STUDENT'S l. t\ UNDRY
97 99 E . 8l h Street

- - - - - - - - - - - - --·- - - - -

Up-to-date service at
reasonable prices

When you1 Room needs Painting or Decorating
- -PI lONE - - -

J. DINKELQQ & SON, I·!.!_~ ~73~r 1491
TH E COLI.EG E

P AINTEH

-'

,

LACEY, The Photographer
19 East Eighth Street

-

- I

HOLLAND, JIIICH.

Sittings Tuesday or Saturday Evenings

•
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For Value in Printing, go to

.

.. .

KLAASEN PRINTING CO.
Calling Cards
Wedding Stationery
Steel and Copper plate Engraving
34 West Eighth Street
Citz. Phone 1403

Waganaar & Hamm
.

Calkin's Ice Cream
Private Orders Promptly Att~nded To

51 W. 8th St.

I

. .

HoJiand, Mich.

...

Ansco Cameras
Beats anything on the market
· 1 vtew
·
fi n d er5.. Metallic reMetal, round corners, radta
leases. Come in and be convinced

Is Located
and he expects you for a NEW SUIT or anything
along the

•

.-

Tailor or Haberdashery Line

_

...

E N U r r SED . . . .

BOLLA..D, lOCI.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

NICK DYKEMA

Our Work Speaks for Itself

t 7 W. Eiptlt Street

•

You all Know where

Charter's Barber Shop

\Vhen you think of Buying Music
think of

Meyer's Music House

~Ianufactul'c rs of

Citz. Phene 1470

YOU

..

....
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We will loan you Cameras free of charge
every SATURDAY till further notice

I •

'
I

Coster Photo Supply Co.
Phone 1582

19 E. 8th St.

...

-·

DU MEZ BROS.

6 W. Eighth Street

Dry Goods, Cloaks, Millinery, Carpets and Groceries
31 and 33 E. Eighth St.

Next to Van's Restaurant

- 1

·-

·lf

Holland, Mich.

Citizeo1 ' Pbooe 1028

'

•
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J 1 U on S
r . . . I nN , Cullifer

FIRST STATE BANK

HOPE COLLEGE

Wi~b Savings Department

and Preparatory s·chool

CAPITAL, SURPLUS and UNDI\ IDED PROFITS, $127,000.00
DEPOSIT~ $1,450,000.00

+

"'9"

Corner Eighth Street and Central Ave.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

CHARACTEK AND ADVANTAGES

RED

+

An ins titution of the Heformed
Church in America.

CROSS

Barber Shop

-•.

Everything Sanitary

Christian but n ot sec lurian
Bible study.

Agency for the Baxter Lzundry Company

.e

LAUNDERERS and DRY CLEANERS

198 River Ave.,

Everything in

Phone 1210

Athletic Goods

-·...

•

that is fit for Fishing

Th e W e s t er n Th e o I o g i c a I

H. Van Tongeren

S. e m I

If

a

ry

of the Refonned Church of America is lacated in Holland aijoi'ling the College Campus. Corps of Experienced Inatructon

Ask for Catalogue

..

Hammond No. 12 Typewriter
FOR SALE CHEAP.

JohnNies Sons Hardware Co.

COURSES OF STUDY
In the Preparat01 y School three courses,- Classical , Latin. and Normal
Scientific. The lasl named is p lan ned es pecially for those who wish to tit
themselves J or teaching
In the Coll ege fivl• cuur-;es. - the Classical, Philosophical, Natural Science,
Medern-Language English , and Modern-Language Mathematics.
St uden ts cnrolleJ in any one of the five groups may fit themselves ior
t~ :1chin g, :~nJ ublu in lht: Michigan Slate Teacher's Certificate without further
normal sc hool attendun Le.

•

and FISHING TACKLE

BRAND NEW.

Est:~blished, maintained and controlled by the ch urch .
Open to all who de::.ire a thorough
Preparatory and College education.
Co-eJ ucal ional.

Cartful supervision of the health
and morals of the students.
Flourishing Young Men's and
Young Women's Christian Associations
Literary Societies for men and
women
S~.:hool of Music- vocal and instrumental.
Prizes. Scholarships.
Lecture ~ourse.

\ -

- I

· -. -·
-·-

L 0 C A T I 0 N:

H 0 L L A N D, M I C H I G A N

Holland is a city of 11,00 '1 inhabitants; on Macatawa Bay, opening into
Lake ~fichig~tn; g.)od boat.ing. bathing,_fi~hing and skating; be~lthful cli.mate;
picture, q ue sccnc:r·y; ·upt-nor church pnvtle~es; po saloons; boat bne to ~htcago;
interurban d ectr c ne to Grand Raptds; mam hne Pere Marquette Rall Road
from Grand Hapid:; lo ':h icago; good con nections to all other points.

AME

VENNi'.MA,

D . O., PaaaaaaMT

.
•

,

..

GRAHAM & MORTON LINE
:~_·: JJic -c1go

Holland Furnaces
Consume Gas and Soot
\Vith the Holln n,l Air-Atlmit ting Fire pot, the Psh es nre
always dropped awa y n n tl tll c fire is u e"t to the c astings , whc r<t
it gh•es inten se h eat and h t.!a ls lhc castings equa lly around the
entire circumfere nce. Thi s wakes tlle H o lland Furnace, without
exception, the most en d uring, as well as the mos t ecouoruica}, furnace wade. ~· e want to show you ot her pate nted C~:ature s also.
The Hollaud p a t e nted radiator trn'\'e ls the s moke fu 11 diam.
eter of casing or direct to flue, a s d a mpe r con s tructi o n operates
from the outside of cas ing, whereby a direct dra ft m ay be bad by
simply lifting a weight h a nging in front of fum acc , which allow!
quick escape for smoke while fcecliug the !uruace and p'tevents
8n.loking of feed door, etc. Smoke al so tr:wels twice a.'!J fas,
which saves waste, and you get equal heat for all pipes.

Burns Any Fuel
With Least Waste
Vou <.an burn any fuel-soft
coal-slack screens-hard coatlignite or wood. The H o lland is
tbe simplest aml eas iest furnace
to operate nud the w ost economical iu fuel con sumption. Soltl
under manuf a cturer's double
guarantee, whicll we al so st:u lll
Lack of. Cnll a nd iu\·est ignt t! just
the Holland to suit y o ur JH!et.l,
or a sk for catalog awl prices

Call Today

liollaru.i

•

•

l

~-
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l)ai)y Service
LJ·:.\ \ ' E IHH . L .\ N D at .. .. .. ... . . . . ... . . .. . :00 p . m.
L E.\ \ 'I" C f li C A Cit> at . . . . .. . ... . . .. . .. . .... . 7:0 l p. m.
'I I, ri~i1t i:;

rt ~e r\'lC)

to rhang e this sc hed ule without notice.

•

lOCAl PHONES:
CITZ. I081:
BELL 78
JOHN KRESS, Local Agent
CHICAGO DOCK FOOT OF WABASH AVE.
•

r'iurn£c~

C b fr/i JJ'A Pi ~,
HOLLANU
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Stocln~c1·
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HOLLAND CITY
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PRJl'TERS
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